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Abstract Query suggestions help users refine their queries
after they input an initial query. Previous work on query
suggestion has mainly concentrated on approaches that are
similarity-based or context-based, developing models that ei-
ther focus on adapting to a specific user (personalization)
or on diversifying query aspects in order to maximize the
probability of the user being satisfied (diversification). We
consider the task of generating query suggestions that are
both personalized and diversified. We propose a personal-
ized query suggestion diversification (PQSD) model, where
a user’s long-term search behavior is injected into a basic
greedy query suggestion diversification model that considers
a user’s search context in their current session. Query as-
pects are identified through clicked documents based on the
Open Directory Project (ODP) with a Latent Dirichlet Allo-
cation (LDA) topic model. We quantify the improvement of
our proposed PQSD model against a state-of-the-art baseline
using the public America Online (AOL) query log and show
that it beats the baseline in terms of metrics used in query
suggestion ranking and diversification. The experimental re-
sults show that PQSD achieves its best performance when
only queries with clicked documents are taken as search con-
text rather than all queries, especially when more query sug-
gestions are returned in the list.
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?A preliminary version of this paper is published in the proceedings of
SIGIR 2017 [1]. In this extension, we (1) examine the impact on the model
performance introduced by the trade-off parameter λ2 which controls the
contribution of personalization and diversification in our PQSD model via
manually changing it from 0 to 1 with an interval 0.1; (2) investigate the
sensitivity of our PQSD model to the number of query suggestions N, as a
larger N simply increases the probability of including the ground truth in
query suggestion list; and (3) include more related work and provide more
detailed analyses of the approach and experimental results.

Keywords Query suggestion, Personalization, Query sug-
gestion diversification.

1 Introduction

Modern search engines offer query suggestions to help users
formulate a good query and thus to get their intended search
results to address their information needs. Both web search
engines such as Baidu, Bing, Google, Yahoo! and Yandex
and domain specific search engines such as Amazon (prod-
uct search), Bloomberg (news) and ScienceDirect (academic
publications) provide query suggestions to improve their sys-
tem’s usability. By predicting a user’s search intent, a search
engine recommends queries that reflect the user’s information
needs based on his inputs.

Previous work on query suggestion mainly focuses on
recommending semantically related queries in response to a
user’s input query [2]. Such strategies cannot handle queries
with uncertain search aspects, especially for users with di-
verse search intents. To alleviate the aforementioned prob-
lem, two categories of approaches have been introduced to
complement conventional query suggestion methods: diver-
sification and personalization. Intuitively, these two addi-
tions may appear to be orthogonal or even opposed to each
other. Diversification has been injected into query sugges-
tion systems [3, 4] with a probabilistic model or with bipar-
tite graphs while personalization is often incorporated into a
query suggestion system by mining a user’s past query be-
havior [5, 6].

Regarding existing models for diversifying query sug-
gestions, personal information of users has not been well-
explored so far. However, we hypothesize that diversity and
personalization can enhance each other when combined. Let
us illustrate this by an example. Assume that a user sub-
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mits “eclipse” to a search engine to find information about
the software named Eclipse for Java Development Kit. Di-
versification aims to return a list of suggestions that covers as
many facets of the input query as possible. For instance, in
this case, diversification may suggest a list containing queries
such as “Java Eclipse”, “Eclipse song of C.N. Blue”, “Car of
Eclipse”. However, this list of query suggestions may disap-
point a user with a software engineering background if the
query suggestion “Eclipse song of C.N. Blue” or “Car of
Eclipse” is ranked higher than “Java Eclipse”. In contrast,
personalization strives to suggest query suggestions that are
a good match to the user’s past search history. Thus, when
a software engineer submits “eclipse” to a search engine to
find some information about the song named “Eclipse of
C.N.Blue,” a personalized query suggestion scenario will pri-
marily focus on recommending queries about “Java Eclipse,”
which would be unsatisfactory.

From the above example, it seems that diversification can
be helpful to handle a user’s preferences but the topics cov-
ered in a list of query suggestions may be broad, resulting
in dissatisfaction for a specific user. Personalization, on the
other hand, can provide possible query suggestions related
to the user’s long-term preferences but it may be insensitive
to changes in a user’s preferences. If used excessively it may
even cause redundancy in a list of query suggestions. Thus, in
this paper, we take the advantages of both personalization and
diversification to propose a personalized query suggestion di-
versification (PQSD) model, where diversification helps to
generate multiple-aspect queries to increase the likelihood of
suggested queries being clicked and personalization ensures
that the suggested queries are close to a user’s specific search
intent.

The proposed PQSD model consists of two major stages.
In the first stage, we develop a greedy query suggestion di-
versification model where a user’s search context, consisting
of queries and clicks, is considered to generate a diversified
ranked list of queries; to this end, we use co-occurrences as
well as semantic similarity between queries. In the second
stage, we inject a user’s long-term search behavior informa-
tion into the model proposed in the first step with Bayes’
rule. To determine a query’s aspects,1) we collect documents
that were shown and clicked in response to a query based on
the search logs. After that, we extract descriptions of those
documents based on the Open Directory Project (ODP).2)

Then, we incorporate Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [7]
to model the topic distribution of document descriptions. By
doing so, we can generate a query distribution over topics via
clicked documents.

For evaluation purposes, we compare the performance of
PQSD against state-of-the-art query suggestion baselines on
the public AOL query log dataset [8]. In particular, in ad-
dition to different personalization strategies with either only
clicked queries or all queries in the search context, we also

1) In this paper, we use the terms “aspect” and “topic” interchangeably.
2) http://www.dmoz.org

zoom in on the trade-off parameter that controls the contribu-
tion of personalization and diversification in our model. We
also investigate the sensitivity of our model to the number
of query suggestions. The results show the effectiveness of
our PQSD model in terms of query suggestion ranking and
diversification. In particular, the PQSD model gains an im-
provement of around 1.35% and 6.39% in terms of MRR and
α-nDCG, respectively, over a competitive baseline [4].

Our contributions in this paper can be summarized as fol-
lows:

1. We tackle the challenge of query suggestion in a novel
way by considering both diversification and personaliza-
tion.

2. We propose a model for personalized query suggestion
diversification (PQSD) that incorporates a user’s short-
term search context in their current session and their
long-term search history to detect their search interests.

3. We examine the performance of PQSD under different
search context selection strategies and analyze the im-
pact of different trade-off values controlling the person-
alization and diversification components on the query
suggestion performance of our model. We find that
PQSD yields better performance when the search con-
text consists of queries with clicked documents rather
than all queries, especially when more query sugges-
tions are returned in the list.

We describe related work in Section 2. The details of the
personalized query suggestion diversification model, PQSD,
are described in Section 3. Section 4 presents our experimen-
tal setup. In Section 5, we report and discuss our results. We
conclude in Section 6, where we also suggest future research
directions.

2 Related work

In recent years, a significant amount of work has gone into
methods for obtaining a better understanding of queries sub-
mitted by users of a search engine and for improving the
quality of the queries that users submit. Prominent examples
of the latter include query auto completion [9, 10, 11] and
query suggestion. Query suggestion is known to be useful
for improving the user’s search satisfaction [6, 12]. However,
there are still some limitations in enhancing the performance
of query suggestion lists only using relevance-oriented query
suggestion methods [13]. In particular, they cannot handle
queries with uncertain search aspects or suggest queries for
a specific user. Thus, research has explored several strate-
gies to incorporate either diversification or personalization
into query suggestions [2, 4, 14, 15]. In this section, we sum-
marize related work on diversified query suggestion and per-
sonalized query suggestion, respectively.
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2.1 Personalized query suggestions

Personalized query suggestion methods acquire knowledge
of a user’s search history in order to reduce the uncertainty of
the input query. Many publications are devoted to personal-
ized query suggestion [14, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Some provide a
list of personalized query suggestions based on information
clicked on by a user; here, query log data has been widely
used [19]. Verberne et al. [18] implement a method for query
suggestion that generates candidate follow-up queries from
the documents clicked by the user. This is a potentially effec-
tive method for query suggestion, but it heavily depends on
user behavior. Based on a user’s conceptual profiles, Saurabh
and Neeraj [17] propose a personalized concept-based clus-
tering technique that makes use of click through data and the
concept relationship graph mined from web-snippets.

A query-URL bipartite graph can be constructed from
click data with one type of vertices corresponding to queries
and another type corresponding to URLs. There are also
personalized query suggestion methods that use the click
graph representing the information flow in query logs with a
Markov random walk model [20, 21]. Ma et al. [22] develop
a two-level query recommendation method based on two bi-
partite graphs (user-query and query-URL bipartite graphs)
extracted from click data. Li et al. [16] use the connectivity
of a query-URL bipartite graph through a novel two-phrase
algorithm to recommend relevant queries that can improve
the effectiveness of personalized query recommendation. Mei
et al. [23] propose a personalized query suggestion method by
employing hitting time and creating pseudo query nodes in a
click graph.

The personalization component in our approach is differ-
ent from the work just described as we not only make use of
a user’s short-term search behavior to predict their search in-
tent in the current session, but also integrate their long-term
search history to reduce the uncertainty in the query sugges-
tion list. In addition, we also test different strategies for the
personalization when considering all queries or only clicked
queries.

2.2 Diversified query suggestions

Modern web search engines return their query suggestions to
a large number of users. As web search is essentially dy-
namic and a user’s preferences change over time, diversifica-
tion can help to handle those uncertain changes and generate
multiple-aspect queries to increase the likelihood of at least
one suggested query being clicked.

Ma et al. [4] propose an approach to query suggestion di-
versification based on a Markov random walk model on a
query-URL bipartite graph that can generate result lists with
reduced semantic redundancy. The hitting time h(q j | qi) in
this approach is the expected number of steps used to reach a
query vertex q j from a starting vertex qi in a bipartite graph.
In [4], given an input query q0, queries q j with the small-
est hitting times h(q j | q0) are recommended. The weakness

of the hitting time approach is that query graphs are huge,
which may cause problems in terms of time complexity. An-
other drawback it has concerns the sparseness problem. Typ-
ically, either a depth-first search or a breadth-first search on
the query graph [20] is executed to obtain a reduced graph
for the execution of the hitting time algorithm. Song et al. [2]
propose a post-ranking framework that aims at maximizing
the diversity of the original search results as well as solving
the complexity problem. In addition to those methods based
on query graphs, Li et al. [3] propose a probabilistic model
to recommended queries to avoid redundancy in terms of the
concepts covered by suggested queries.

The ambition to combine diversity and personalization
opens a rich area for research, one that has barely been
explored to date. Vallet and Castells [19] develop a gen-
eralization of existing diversification approaches for search
results, by adding a personalization component. Their
framework suggests that the combination of diversification
and personalization achieves competitive performance, im-
proving over the baselines—plain diversification and plain
personalization—in terms of both diversity and accuracy
measures for search results. Liang et al. [24] deal with the
problem of personalized diversification of search results with
a supervised learning strategy that also enhances the perfor-
mance of both plain diversification and plain personalization
algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, only few publi-
cations study the problem of combining diversification and
personalization for query suggestion.

Unlike previous publications that focus on diversification,
we propose an explicit approach to obtain query suggestion
lists that combines the advantages of both diversification and
personalization to improve the performance for query sug-
gestion. In Chen et al. [1], we introduce the personalized
query suggestion diversification (PQSD) model and quantify
the improvement of PQSD against a state-of-the-art baseline.
In this extension, we add the following. First, we examine the
impact on the model performance introduced by the trade-off

parameter λ2 that controls the contribution of personalization
and diversification to the performance of PQSD. Second, we
investigate the sensitivity of PQSD model to the number of
query suggestions N, as an increased value of N simply in-
creases the probability of including the ground truth in query
suggestion list. Third, we cover more related work and pro-
vide more detailed analyses of the approach and experimental
results.

3 Approach

In this section, we first formally describe the problem of
query suggestion diversification and propose a greedy query
suggestion diversification model where a user’s search con-
text, e.g., queries and clicks, is considered to generate a di-
versified ranked list of queries in Section 3.1. Then we inject
a user’s long-term search history to get our proposed PQSD
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model in Section 3.2. We finally give the generation process
of query distribution over topics in Section 3.3.

3.1 Greedy query suggestion diversification

Our method for query suggestion diversification assumes that
an initial list of query suggestion candidates RI produced for
the user’s query q0 with length |RI | = LI is given. We use a
relevant term suggestion method [25] to generate this initial
ranked list of queries.

First of all, we simplify the problem of query suggestion
diversification. The aim of query suggestion diversification
is to satisfy the average user who enters the query q0 by find-
ing at least one acceptable query suggestion among the top N
query suggestions returned. This can be achieved by maxi-
mizing the following function:

P(RS | q0, S C) = 1 −
∏

qc∈RS

(1 − P(qc | q0, S C)), (1)

where S C denotes the search context in a given session of a
user who inputs the initial query q0 and RS is a ranked list of
queries that contains the top N query suggestion candidates
to be returned. Obviously, we have RS ⊆ RI with |RS | = N,
such that N ≤ LI .

Intuitively, the probability P(qc | q0, S C) in (1) denotes
the likelihood that the suggested query candidate qc satisfies
a user who enters query q0. With the assumption of query
independence, the right-hand side of (1) denotes the proba-
bility that at least one query suggestion can satisfy the user.
We further interpolate (1) at the aspect level and thus we have

P(RS | q0, S C) =
∑

a

1 − ∏
qc∈RS

(1 − P(qc | q0, a, S C))

 , (2)

where a ranges over possible aspects.
To maximize the objective in (2), we propose a natural

greedy algorithm for generating a diverse ranking of query
suggestions. We follow a greedy selection process as follows:

q? ←

arg max
qc∈RI\RS

∑
a

P(qc | q0, a, S C)
∏

qs∈RS

(1 − P(qs | a, q0, S C)), (3)

which guarantees that a suggested query that is the most dif-
ferent from previously selected query suggestions in RS is
selected at each step. Thus, it can minimize the redundancy
of the ranked list of query suggestions by iteratively filling
the list RS until |RS | = N.

The expression P(qc | q0, a, S C) in (3) is the probability
that a query candidate qc addresses the query aspect a given
the input query q0 and the session context S C . We estimate
this probability based on the following two parts after nor-
malization, with a trade-off λ1 (0 ≤ λ1 ≤ 1) controlling the
contribution of each part [19]:

P(qc | q0, a, S C)← λ1P(qc | q0) + (1 − λ1)P(qc | a, S C). (4)

Here, P(qc | q0) denotes the probability that a suggested
query qc is relevant to the input query q0, which can be es-
timated by the semantic similarity S q0,qc between qc and q0,
which is weighted by the normalized co-occurrence count
Cqc,q0 of qc and q0 in search sessions as:

P(qc | q0)← Cqc,q0 · S q0,qc . (5)

Intuitively, a higher co-occurrence of two queries qc and q0 in
search sessions would result in a higher relevance probability
of qc and q0. Following [25], Cqc,q0 can be estimated by

Cqc,q0 =
coqc,q0

fq0 + fqc − coqc,q0

, (6)

where fq0 and fqc denote the number of search sessions con-
taining query q0 and qc, respectively; coqc,q0 indicates the
number of search sessions containing both query qc and q0.

For calculating S q0,qc , we take the cosine similarity be-
tween two queries, represented by the average of the cosine
similarity between query terms w returned by the word2vec
model [26] learnt from the query logs, excluding stop words:

S q0,qc ← cos(q0, qc) =
1
W

∑
wk∈q0

∑
w j∈qc

cos(wk,w j), (7)

where W = |q0| · |qc| and |q| is the number of query terms in
query q.

Turning to the right-hand side of (4), we make the query
independence assumption [27] and decompose P(qc | a, S C)
to obtain:

P(qc | q0, a, S C)←

λ1P(qc, q0) + (1 − λ1)
∏

qt∈S C

P(qc | a, qt). (8)

The probability P(qc | a, qt) in (8) can be estimated by the dis-
tance between query suggestion q0 and query qt in the search
context given the aspect a. As queries that are submitted
within a short temporal interval are bound to share common
query aspects [27], we estimate the probability P(qc | a, qt)
as:

P(qc | a, qt)← θt ×

1 − |vqc (a) − vqt (a)|√∑M
i=1(vqc (ai) − vqt (ai))2

 , (9)

where θt = 1
D(qt)+1 and D(qt) refers to the position interval

between previous query qt and the last query qT in the search
context S C; for example, θT = 1 for the last query in the
search context. Furthermore, M denotes the number of as-
pects of a query and vqc (ai) denotes the relevance of query qc

to its i-th aspect. This explains how the term P(qc | q0, a, S C)
in (3) can be estimated.

Next, for calculating P(qs | q0, a, S C) in (3), which denotes
the probability of query suggestions that have been chosen in
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the list RR addressing query aspect a given the search con-
text S C and input query q0, based on the query independence
assumption we can simplify P(qs | q0, a, S C) in (3) as:

P(qs | q0, a, S C)← P(qs | a, S C) =
∏

qt∈S C

P(qs | a, qt), (10)

where P(qs | a, qt) is computed analogously to P(qc | a, qt) in
(9).

3.2 Personalized Query Suggestion Diversification

In this section, we generalize the greedy selection rule to
a personalized version by considering a user u’s long-term
search history so that q? becomes:

q? ← (11)

arg max
qc∈RI\RS

∑
a

P(qc | q0, a, S C , u)
∏

qs∈RS

(1 − P(qs | a, q0, S C , u)).

Let us explain the model in more detail. For calculating P(qc |

q0, a, S C , u), the first term on the right-hand side of (11), we
use Bayes’ rule:

P(qc | q0, a, S C , u) =
P(qc)P(a, u, q0, S C | qc)

P(a, u, q0, S C)
. (12)

We rewrite the term P(a, u, q0, S C | qc), which can be re-
garded as the combination of diversification and personaliza-
tion, as:

P(a, u, q0, S C | qc)←
λ2P(a, q0, S C | qc) + (1 − λ2)P(u, q0, S C | qc),

(13)

where λ2 (0 ≤ λ2 ≤ 1) in (13) is a tradeoff controlling the con-
tributions of diversification and personalization, respectively.
Before producing the final score P(a, u, q0, S C | qc), we nor-
malize the scores of P(a, q0, S C | qc) and P(u, q0, S C | qc),
respectively. Based on Bayes’ rule, P(a, q0, S C | qc) and
P(u, q0, S C | qc) can be interpolated as

P(a, q0, S C | qc) =
P(qc | a, q0, S C)P(a, q0, S C)

P(qc)
(14)

and

P(u, q0, S C | qc) =
P(qc | u, q0, S C)P(u, q0, S C)

P(qc)
, (15)

respectively. The term P(qc | a, q0, S C) in (14) can be calcu-
lated following (8). Following the independence assumption
used in web search [19], we approximate P(qc | u, q0, S C) in
(15) as

P(qc | u, q0, S C) ∝
∏

qt∈S C

P(qc | u)P(qc | q0)P(qc | qt), (16)

where P(qc | u) denotes the probability of suggesting qc to
user u according to their long-term search history and can be
estimated as:

P(qc | u)←
∑

q∈Q(u) S qc,q

|Q(u)|
, (17)

Algorithm 1 PQSD

Input: Input query q0, an initial query suggestion list RI , size
of returned query suggestion list: N, search context S C ,
long-term search history of a user u

Output: A reranked query suggestion list RS ;
1: RS = ∅

2: for each candidate qc ∈ RI do
3: FirstQuery(qc) ← P(qc | q0, a, S C , u); %% the first

query suggestion
4: end for
5: q? ← arg maxqc∈RI FirstQuery(qc)
6: RS ← RS ∪ {q?}
7: RI ← RI\{q?}
8: for |RS | ≤ N do
9: for qc ∈ RI do

10: s(qc) ←
∑

a P(qc | q0, a, S C , u)
∏

qs∈RS
(1 − P(qs |

a, q0, S C , u))
11: end for
12: q? ← arg maxqc s(qc)
13: RS ← RS ∪ {q?}
14: RI ← RI\{q?}
15: end for
16: return RS

where Q(u) are all queries that user u has submitted and |Q(u)|
is the size of Q(u). In addition, S qc,q returns the semantic
similarity between two queries like (7).

Similarly, for P(qs | a, q0, S C , u), the second term on the
right-hand side of (11), based on the query independence as-
sumption mentioned above and Bayes’ rule, we can get the
diversification and personalization components as follows:

P(a, q0, S C | qs) =
P(qs | a, q0, S C)P(a, q0, S C)

P(qs)
(18)

and

P(u, q0, S C | qs) =
P(qs | u, q0, S C)P(u, q0, S C)

P(qs)
, (19)

where P(qs | a, q0, S C) in (18) can be realized as (10), and
P(qs | u, q0, S C) in (19) can be derived in the same way as
P(qc | u, q0, S C) in (16).

We have now introduced the main process of our person-
alized query suggestion diversification model. Clearly, as
shown in Algorithm 1, we first initialize the query sugges-
tion list RS with q? having the maximum value of P(qc |

q0, a, S C , u) from step 2 to 6. Then, with a greedy selection
strategy from step 8 to 15, we iteratively fill the list RS un-
til |RS | = N. In step 10 and 12, we guarantee that a newly
suggested query added into RS is maximally different from
previously selected query suggestions in RS and is relevant to
the input query q0. In the following section, we show how to
generate the query distribution over topics in detail.
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Algorithm 2 Dealing with query qnc without clicks.

Input: A query qnc without click information, a set of vec-
torized queries Qv with their vectors V

Output: Vector of qnc: vqnc ;
1: for each query qv ∈ Qv do
2: score(qv) = cos(qnc, qv) %% semantic similarity
3: end for
4: qvector ← arg maxqv∈Qv

score(qv)
5: vqnc ← vqvector ∈ V
6: return vqnc to qnc

3.3 Generating query distribution over topics

In the PQSD model, a key problem is how to represent
queries over topics. As queries are usually short, it makes
sense to use clicked documents to generate their topic dis-
tribution rather than using the queries directly [27]. In our
method, we generate query distribution through three steps.

First, we extract clicked documents from the query log and
collect the corresponding description texts in ODP for each
URL. Specifically, we use the first two levels in a URL as the
matching context. The clickthrough data is produced from
the search behavior of real searchers and has been proved
effective for estimating the relevance of a document to the
corresponding query [28].

The second step is generating the topic distribution of doc-
uments using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). LDA has
been shown to be a highly effective unsupervised learning
methodology for finding distinct topics in document collec-
tions. It is a generative process that models each document
as a mixture of topics. Each topic contains several words and
corresponds to a multinomial distribution over those words.
Then LDA can learn the document-topic and topic-word dis-
tribution after training and return the topic distribution of
each document and the word distribution of each topic [7].

After that, we finally obtain a query q’s topic distribution
as:

vq =
∑

d∈D(q)

vd × f (q, d), (20)

where D(q) is the set of documents clicked in response to
query q, vd denotes the topic distribution of document d,
which is vectorized using LDA, and f (q, d) indicates the
number of clicks on d after submitting q.

For queries without clicked documents, we generate the
query distribution from similar queries that have been vector-
ized as semantically related queries (or words) often express
similar search topics [29]. We find the most similar vector-
ized query qvector for a query qnc without clicks by

qvector ← arg max
qv∈Qv

cos(qnc, qv), (21)

where Qv is a set of vectorized queries. We take the cosine
similarity between two queries as in (7).

The details are shown in Algorithm 2: we select the most
similar query for qnc (line 4), from which we obtain the vec-

tor of topic distribution that are finally assigned to the input
query qnc as aspect labels (line 5).

4 Experimental setup

We start by providing an overview of the query suggestion
models to be discussed in this paper and lists the research
questions that guide our experiments. Then we describe the
dataset and give details about our evaluation metrics as well
as the ground truth. We conclude the section by specifying
the settings of the parameters in our experiments.

4.1 Model summary and research questions

Table 1 lists the models to be discussed: two state-of-the-
art baselines, two models considering either diversification
or personalization, and four flavors of approaches that we in-
troduce in this paper: PQSD models with four combination
strategies of user’s selecting search context:

• a user’s current search context, with two options:
AS all preceding queries in current search session vs.
CS only the clicked queries in current search session,

• and a user’s long-term search history, again with two
options:
AL all preceding queries in user’s search history, vs.
CL only the clicked queries in user’s search history.

The research questions guiding our experiments are:

RQ1 Is the PQSD model able to beat state-of-the-art query
suggestion models in terms of query suggestion ranking
and diversification?

RQ2 What is the impact on the query suggestion diversifica-
tion performance of PQSD of the choice of search context,
i.e., choosing all queries (AS and AL) or only queries with
clicks (CS and CL)?

RQ3 How does the trade-off parameter between diversifica-
tion and personalization (as encoded in λ2) impact the per-
formance of our PQSD model in terms of query sugges-
tion ranking and diversification?

RQ4 Is the performance of our PQSD model sensitive to the
number of query suggestions N?

4.2 Dataset and Evaluation metrics

We use the AOL query log [8] in our experiments and prepro-
cess the dataset following [31]. The AOL queries were sam-
pled between March 1st, 2006 and May 31st, 2006. For the
preprocessing of the data, we only keep those frequent well-
formatted English queries, which appear more than 4 times
and only contain characters “a”, “b”, . . . , “z” as well as space.
In addition, we split the queries into sessions by 30 minutes
of inactivity and sessions with at least two queries are kept.
To obtain our training and test sets, we remove queries for
which the ground truth is not included in the top fifteen query
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Table 1: An overview of models discussed in the paper.

Model Description Source

MMR A query suggestion diversification approach based on Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR). [30]
DQS A diversification-oriented query suggestion model based on Markov random walk and hitting time analysis on the

query-URL bipartite graph.
[4]

D-QS A query suggestion approach that only considers diversification purpose. This paper
P-QS A query suggestion approach that only considers personalization purpose. This paper

PQSDAL+AS Personalized diversification query suggestion model incorporating all queries in a user’s long-term search history and in the
current session.

This paper

PQSDAL+CS Personalized diversification query suggestion model incorporating all queries in a user’s long-term search history and only
queries with clicks in the current session.

This paper

PQSDCL+AS Personalized diversification query suggestion model incorporating only queries with clicks in a user’s long-term search
history and all preceding queries in the current session.

This paper

PQSDCL+CS Personalized diversification query suggestion model incorporating only queries with clicks in a user’s long-term search
history and in the current session.

This paper

Table 2: Dataset statistics.

Variables Training Test

# Queries 7,256,569 2,628,284
# Unique queries 746,796 373,397
# Sessions 1,428,962 714,481
# Users 220,946 110,473
# Average queries with clicks per session 4.37 4.35
# Average queries with clicks per user 28.87 28.91

suggestion candidates returned by a co-occurrence method
[25].

We notice that users often submit several queries before
clicking a URL. When a user submits a query that is followed
by clicking a URL, we call this query a clicked query. Intu-
itively, the user may be more satisfied with a clicked query
than with queries without clicks. Thus we remove the ses-
sions without clicked queries in the preprocessing. Table 2
details the statistics of the dataset used.

To evaluate the effectiveness of query suggestion ranking,
Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) [32] is a standard measure.
Let q be a query the query set Q associated with a list of query
suggestion candidates RS and assume that the user submitted
q′ as input; then, the Reciprocal Rank (RR) is computed as:

RR =

 1
rank of q′ in RS

, if q′ ∈ RS

0, else.
(22)

MRR is computed as the mean of RR for all queries in Q.
As for diversification, we use the α-nDCG metric [33],

which extends the traditional nDCG metric [34] in the fol-
lowing way for aspect-specific rankings:

α-nDCG@N = ZN

N∑
i=1

∑
a∈Ap

gi|a(1 − α)
∑i−1

j=1 g j|a

log2(i + 1)
. (23)

In (23), a denotes a topic in the set of query topics Ap, gi|a

means the topic-specific gain of the i-th query given topic a.
And ZN is a normalization constant to ensure that the best

query suggestion list can achieve α-nDCG = 1. The param-
eter α is a trade-off controlling the weights of both relevance
and diversity that is commonly set as α = 0.5, thus treating
them equally.

For generating the ground truth, i.e., the relevance of a
query q to an aspect a, we follow [35] and use a 5-grade scale
(perfect = 4, excellent = 3, good = 2, fair = 1, and bad = 0)
as:

relq,a ← min(
⌊
vq(a)

⌋
, 4). (24)

We use MRR and α-nDCG to measure the ranking and di-
versification performance of query suggestions. Statistical
significance of differences between the performance of two
approaches is tested using a t-test, which is denoted using N/H

for α = .01, or M/O for α = .05.

4.3 Parameter setup

For the parameters in our experiments, we use the following
settings. Following [19], we fix λ1 = 0.5. In the LDA model,
following [36], we set the number of topics M = 100, and the
distribution parameters α = 0.5 and β = 0.1.

Recall that λ2 in (14) controls the contribution of personal-
ization and diversification components in the PQSD models.
We aim to analyze the impact of it on the performance of
our model by manually changing it from 0 to 1 with steps
of 0.1. We set λ2 = 0.5 to give equal weight to diversifi-
cation and personalization when comparing the performance
between our models with the baselines.

As for the number of query suggestions N, we set N = 10
when comparing the performance between our models with
the baseline models, which is commonly used [2]. In experi-
ments aimed at assessing the impact of parameter tuning, we
investigate the sensitivity of the PQSD model to N in terms
of MRR and α-nDCG.
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5 Results and discussion

We begin by comparing the performance of all models men-
tioned above in terms of precision and diversification of query
rankings. We then detail the effect of different choices for
search context. After that we analyze the effect of the param-
eter λ2 in our proposed PQSD model. Finally, we examine
how the models perform when more (or fewer) query sugges-
tions are returned by varying the cutoff N.

5.1 Performance of query suggestion models

To answer RQ1, we examine the query suggestion perfor-
mance of all presented models and include the results in Ta-
ble 3.

Table 3: Performance of query suggestion models. The
results produced by the best baseline and the best per-
former in each column are underlined and boldfaced, re-
spectively. Statistical significance of pairwise differences
(PQSD models vs. best baseline) determined by a t-test
(N/H for α = .01, or M/O for α = .05).

Models MRR@10 α-nDCG@10

MMR .6611 .7021
DQS .6672 .7152

D-QS .6698 .7401
P-QS .6685 .7276

PQSDAL+AS .6726M .7461M

PQSDCL+AS .6763N .7644N

PQSDAL+CS .6756N .7686N

PQSDCL+CS .6807N .7791N

The DQS model achieves a better performance than
the MMR model in terms of MRR@10 and α-nDCG@10.
Hence, we only use DQS as the baseline for comparisons
in latter experiments. DQS shows a minor improvement in
terms of MRR@10 over MMR (<1.0%) and a somewhat
bigger improvement in terns of α-nDCG@10 over MMR
(<1.9%).

For the models that consider either diversification or per-
sonalization, they both have better performance than the DQS
approach. In particular, the D-QS model performs better
than P-QS in terms of α-nDCG@10 and has a slightly higher
value of MRR@10 than the P-QS model. However, they both
lose against the PQSD model in terms of MRR@10 and α-
nDCG@10, which indicates that the combination of diversi-
fication and personalization does help to improve query sug-
gestion ranking and diversification performance.

Regarding the PQSD models, whatever type of search
context is considered, PQSD achieves a better performance
than the DQS baseline, resulting in MRR@10 improvements
ranging from 0.8% to 2.0% and α-nDCG@10 improvements
ranging from 4.3% to 8.9%. The fact that improvements in

α-nDCG@10 are higher than the improvements in MRR@10
can be explained by the fact that in some cases, redun-
dant query suggestions ranked lower than the final submitted
query are removed from the original query suggestion list;
this does not affect the reciprocal rank score but does result
in improved diversity scores.

We can see from Table 3 that PQSDCL+CS achieves the best
performance. Significant improvements against the baseline
in terms of MRR@10 and α-nDCG@10 are observed for all
PQSD models at the α = .01 level except for PQSDAL+AS, for
which we observe significant improvements at the α = .05
level. Hence, the content of the search context does affect
the performance of our PQSD model, which motivates us to
conduct a further investigation to answer RQ2.

5.2 Effect of different personalization strategies

For RQ2 we fix the search context by using either all previ-
ous queries or only queries with clicks in the current session
as well as the user’s long-term search history. In general,
PQSD achieves a better performance when it incorporates
queries with clicks as search context than when using all pre-
vious queries. E.g., as shown in Table 3, PQSDCL+AS beats
PQSDAL+AS in terms of both metrics. Similar results can be
found when comparing PQSDCL+CS to PQSDAL+CS . Hence,
queries with clicks more accurately express a user’s search
intent, which is helpful for query suggestion personalization;
the use of all queries as search context for personalization
brings noise when detecting a user’s real search intent.

Results of the PQSD models and the baseline at differ-
ent query positions (in a session) are shown in Figure 1. As
shown in Figure 1a, as the search context becomes richer, the
performance in terms of MRR@10 of all query suggestion
models improves. E.g., at a late query position in a session
(> 4), PQSDCL+CS improves MRR@10 over earlier query po-
sitions (= 2). In addition, as indicated by the results of the
PQSD models at the start of a session (query position = 1),
when a user’s short-term search context in the current session
is unavailable, PQSD achieves negligible improvements over
the baseline, especially for PQSDAL+AS and PQSDAL+CS.

Regarding the evaluation of diversity, similar results can
be found in Figure 1b when reporting the performance of the
query suggestion models in terms of α-nDCG@10. PQSD
achieves larger improvements over the baseline in terms of
α-nDCG@10 than in terms of MRR@10 at each query posi-
tion, which is consistent with the findings reported in Table 3.
To sum up, search contexts consisting of queries with clicks,
whether in a user’s long-term or short-term search history,
can help generate more accurate and diversified query sug-
gestion rankings.

5.3 Effect of the trade-off parameter λ2

Next, we turn to RQ3 and conduct a parameter sensitivity
analysis of our PQSD models. We examine the performance
of our PQSD models in terms of MRR@10 and α-nDCG@10
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Fig. 1: Performance of PQSD models and the baseline at dif-
ferent query positions in a session.

by gradually changing the parameters λ2 from 0 to 1 with an
interval 0.1. We plot the results in Figure 2.

For any value of λ2, PQSDCL+CS always performs best
among the four models in terms of both MRR@10 and α-
nDCG@10. Another interesting finding that can be observed
is that the PQSDCL+AS model loses against the PQSDAL+CS

model in terms of α-nDCG@10. However, it outperforms the
PQSDAL+CS model in terms of MRR@10. This indicates that
a user’s long-term search history can help to yield a better
MRR@10 score especially with clicked information, while
the search context in the current session with clicked queries
is more helpful to improve the performance of our model in
terms of α-nDCG@10.

In particular, as shown in Figure 2a, we can see that the
MRR@10 scores of all PQSD models increase consistently
when λ2 varies from 0 to 0.5; after that, the MRR@10 scores
go down when λ2 changes from 0.5 to 1. In addition, for
any PQSD model, if it only focuses on personalization, i.e.,
λ2 = 0, its performance is relatively worse than model that
combine diversification and personalization for query sugges-
tion, i.e., with values of λ2 strictly in between 0 and 1. Specif-
ically, a noticeable increase is observed when λ2 changes
from 0 to 0.1 in terms of MRR@10 performance, which
means that integrating diversification does help to improve
the ranking accuracy for query suggestion in our models.

Regarding query suggestion diversification, as shown in
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Fig. 2: Effect on performance of PQSD models in terms of
MRR@10 and α-nDCG@10 by changing the trade-off pa-
rameter λ2, tested on the AOL log.

Figure 2b, for all PQSD models, their peak performance ap-
pears near λ2 = 0.6. A sharp increase is observed when λ2
changes from 0 to 0.1 in terms of α-nDCG@10, e.g., there
is a 4.1% improvement for the PQSDCL+CS model which is
the most significant fluctuation in Figure 2b. This shows that
the greedy selection diversification model does help to gen-
erate multiple-aspect queries. In addition, when λ2 changes
from 0.6 to 1, the α-nDCG@10 scores of four PQSD models
monotonically decline. This indicates that the personaliza-
tion component in our PQSD model has a positive influence
on the performance of our model in terms of α-nDCG@10.

From the observations in Figure 2, we can conclude that:
(1) our PQSD model with a combination of diversification
and personalization shows better performance for query sug-
gestion than a model that incorporates either personalization
or diversification but not both; (2) λ2 has a bigger influence on
α-nDCG@10 than on MRR@10; for instance, in Figure 2b
we see that for the PQSDCL+CS model, there is a 1.8% im-
provement from the smallest value, i.e., λ2 = 0 to the biggest,
i.e., λ2 = 0.5 in term of MRR@10; however, regarding the
value of α-nDCG@10, the improvement is around 7.4% from
the smallest (λ2 = 0) to the biggest (λ2 = 0.6).
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5.4 Zooming in on the cut-off N

For research question RQ4, we examine the performance of
our four PQSD models and the baseline model when less (or
more) query suggestions are returned by varying the cut-off

N from 5 to 15. We show the MRR and α-nDCG scores in
Figure 3 as tested on the AOL log, as before.
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Fig. 3: Effect on performance of five models in terms of MRR
and α-nDCG when more (or less) query suggestion candi-
dates are returned, tested on the AOL log.

The overall performance in terms of MRR and α-nDCG
increases when more query suggestions are returned for re-
ranking. A large value of N increases the probability of in-
cluding a user’s intended query, i.e., the ground truth, in the
query suggestion list. In addition, the same result can be
found in Figure 3 as we observe in Figure 2, i.e., the MRR
value of PQSDCL+AS is better than PQSDAL+CS ; however,
in terms of α-nDCG, PQSDCL+AS shows worse performance
than PQSDAL+CS . More specifically, for a specific number
of query suggestions, our PQSD models beat the baseline in
terms of both MRR and α-nDCG. This indicates that the com-
bination of personalization and diversification in the PQSD
models has a positive effect on pushing the ground truth up
in the list of query suggestions. As shown in Figure 3a, the
best result is returned by the PQSDCL+CS model. Similar re-
sults can be found when comparing those models in terms of
α-nDCG, as shown in Figure 3b.

With an increase in the number of query suggestions, the
MRR improvements achieved by our PQSD models over the
baseline are further magnified, as shown in Figure 3a. For
instance, PQSDCL+CS model presents a 1.4% MRR improve-
ment over the baseline at N = 5, a 2.0% improvement at
N = 10, and a 3.2% improvement at N = 15.

Regarding query diversification, the improvements of the
PQSD models are more significant in terms of α-nDCG
(N = 5, 10 and 15) than MRR, as indicated by the relative
improvements over the baseline. For instance, in Figure 3b,
PQSDCL+CS shows a 7.4% improvement over the baseline in
terms of α-nDCG at cutoff N = 5, a 8.9% improvement at
N = 10 and a 10.3% improvement at N = 15. This can be
attributed to the fact that when more candidates are returned,
more query redundancy is introduced into the list of query
suggestions, leaving a relatively larger room for our PQSD
models to improve the performance against the baseline in
terms of α-nDCG.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have dealt with the task of combining personalization and
diversification of query suggestions. We have proposed a
personalized query suggestion diversification model, PQSD,
based on a greedy selection algorithm that incorporates a
user’s previous queries as search context for personalization.

Our experimental results show that: (1) the combination of
diversification and personalization does help boost the query
suggestion performance in terms of precision and diversifi-
cation of query rankings; (2) a variant of our PQSD model
using queries with clicks achieves the best performance in
terms of query ranking accuracy and diversification; (3) the
advantages of our PQSD model over the baseline become
more prominent when more query suggestions are returned.

Together, our findings make an important step beyond
prior work on query suggestion. Prior to our work, the com-
bination of personalization and diversification had already
given rise to improvements of query auto completion. Now,
query suggestion methods can be personalized as well as di-
versified too, allowing us to help users formulate their infor-
mation needs in a more effective manner.

As to limitations of this work, we have implemented our
PQSD model through injecting a user’s long-term search
history into a basic greedy query suggestion diversification
model. There are many other strong signals for personal-
ization which we do not consider, such as user profiles and
time sensitivity. Also, we only examine our models on the
AOL dataset, where we generate the relevance labels auto-
matically. We should test our PQSD model on other datasets.

As future work, we plan to evaluate our models on other
datasets so as to verify their effectiveness. We would like
to investigate the merits of web search result diversification
[12, 37] on the task of query suggestion diversification. And
we want to investigate other personalization strategies such
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as user profiles or behavior-based personalization, which has
been shown to help improve effectiveness [38, 39]. We also
want to have a closer look at the effect of different topic num-
bers have on the performance of our models. Can we ex-
pand the combination of personalization and diversification
to other scenarios, with different modes of interaction?
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